Financials
● We have a little less than $3000 right now
● All checks that have been written have been cashed
Marketing
● Maker Faire
○ Need to go back to the people running the Maker Faire and make sure they know
that we can’t dance for a very long period of time, and that we are probably only
going to have 6-7 people
● Dayton Metro Library
○ Need to get them a one-sentence blurb about the dance lesson that we are going
to teach
■ Thinking this is going to be something like “Learn to swing dance with
Gem City Swing!” or something generic like that
● Rob has a catalog that we can go through and pick merchandise that we can get our
logo printed on
○ This is something that people would be able to order through the printing
company website, and we wouldn’t have to hold the inventory for it
○ Going to look through the catalog at the end of the meeting and pick some items
to offer people
Appreciation night for people who have been helping out
● Wanting to take the people that have been consistently helping out
● Low key dinner and drinks or something like that, target $10-$15
● Nick going to be in charge of this
Emily Delman
● She is suggesting that since she has moved, and she doesn’t have as much time to
devote to the club as she did before
● Asking if we wanted to replace her position
● Thinking that her replacement would either be Kyle or Vahid since they had the most
votes and they are both interested in being on the board
● According to the bylaws, we may be allowed to just take the board down to 6 people
(need a minimum of 5 people), or we can replace her with someone.
● Nick suggesting that we just add them to Slack for now, but not officially add them to the
board
○ This is the official direction. Will go down to a 6 person board, and add Kyle and
Vahid to the Slack so they can have input in some of our planning and
conversations - unanimous vote of board members who attended the meeting
Board Member Participation
● Need to make sure that everyone knows the expectations of being on the board, and
how much participation is required
Teaching topic for next month
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Solo jazz
○ Teaching random steps instead of line dances
○ Also focus on when in partner dancing people can add in solo movement
Musicality
○ Don’t have enough material to teach a whole month of musicality right now
○ Could do like a week or two, but also need people to be able to recognize the
music
Deep dives in different types of dances
○ Would need to gauge to see who would be interested in a “level 2” class. We
have some people who could do it, but others who need the beginner class again
before they would be ready for that
Guest instructors
○ Either for a week or two, or for the whole month. Would depend on the topic
○ Having them teach a specialty dance vs just another perspective on dances we
have already taught
○ Would like to reach out to Mark and Shannon to come out and teach something
for a couple of Saturdays
Styling
○ Variations on basics, both for leaders and followers
Tentative plan for July
○ No dance on July 4th - expecting low attendance
○ 1 week of styling
○ 2 weeks of musicality (macro and micro)
Tentative plan for August
○ Partner choreographies (California Routine, Lindy Chorus)
Tentative plan for September
○ Give Jay and Emily a “dark” month so they can have time for wedding plans and
such

2-year anniversary of GCS
● July 18th - birthday celebration night
Swing Movie night
● Hellzapoppin’
● Need to talk to the library and see when they are free to do another movie night
● Wanting to do it sometime in July on a weekend day

